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Control Structure Selection and Performance Assessment for Disturbance
Rejection in MIMO Processes

Hsiao-Ping Huang,* Feng-Yi Lin, and Jyh-Cheng Jeng

Department of Chemical Engineering, National Taiwan UniVersity, Taipei 106-17, Taiwan

A decoupling multivariable controller (DMVC) is generally considered more general than a multiloop controller
(MLC). This is because a DMVC can eliminate the interactions in an MIMO process and result in better
performance. Nevertheless, MLC may perform better than the DMVC while dealing with disturbance rejection.
If the control objective is aimed at disturbance rejection, selection between these two types of controllers for
better control is thus necessary. In this article, a method to assess the performances of these two types of
controllers for a given process is proposed. Given an MIMO transfer-function model, the achievable
performance is derived; indices for assessing these two systems are proposed. By making use of these indices,
a proper type of system (DMVC or MLC) can be selected in the precedence of designing the controller.

1. Introduction

The multiloop controllers (MLC) and decoupling multivari-
able controllers (DMVC) have been used in the control of
MIMO chemical plants. The MLC has a diagonal structure with
PID controllers on the diagonal entries. On the other hand, the
DMVC has a full-matrix structure. Because of the structural
difference, it is usually considered that DMVC is superior to
the MLC in control. However, this is not quite true. In an article
by Niederlinski,1 an MLC was illustrated to have better load
rejection ability than a DMVC does. In general, the DMVC is
aimed to inverse the transfer-function matrix (TFM) of the
process,Gp, so that the loop transfer function (LTF) becomes
diagonal or diagonal dominant. In other words, most multivari-
able controllers embed, implicitly or explicitly, the inverse of
Gp in their designs. Because of this requirement forGp inversion,
DMVC may not perform better than MLC. In contrast, the MLC
may suffer from the interactions in a multi-input-multioutput
(MIMO) process, which may degrade the performance seriously.
On many occasions, depending on the process TFM, the DMVC
has no absolute advantage over the MLC in performance,
especially in dealing with disturbance rejection. To achieve
better control performance, guidance for the selection of the
control structure prior to the design of the controller will be
helpful.

For the selection of controller structure, theoretically achiev-
able performances of these two types of controllers in MIMO
control systems are required. In fact, the issue of theoretically
achievable performance has been extensively studied. Articles
in the literature and in books2-5 are available. In the past, the
minimum variance was benchmarked as the optimal achievable
performance index. Although theoretically best, this bench-
marked performance is not practical because the performance
that a practical system can achieve is far off from that. In fact,
control performance of an MIMO system is limited not only
by the method of control, but also by the modeling and
realization of the controller.

In this article, an attempt to provide guidance for control-
structure selection prior to controller design is motivated. The
systems consisting of either MLC or DMVC6-8 and a unity

feedback will be the scope to be considered. As we have
mentioned earlier, a DMVC system considered here aims to
have an LTF being diagonal or diagonally dominant. In contrast,
the LTF matrix of an MLC system will be a full matrix. The
main focus of the performance will be on the capability of the
systems in disturbance rejection. The achievable performance
for this purpose using each of the controllers will be explored.
Indices as criteria to select the controller structure are proposed.
Validation of the effectiveness of the presented indices is also
illustrated with examples.

2. Illustrative Comparison of MLC and DMVC Systems

Here, the fact that DMVC does not always perform better
than MLC in the control will be illustrated with three examples.

* To whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel.: 886-2-
23638999. Fax: 886-2-2362-3935. E-mail: huanghpc@ntu.edu.tw
(H-P.H.). F90524013@ntu.edu.tw (F-Y.L.). jcjeng@ntu.edu.tw (J-C.J.).

Figure 1. Equivalent single-loop block diagrams of a 2× 2 process (a)
MLC (b) DMVC.
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Let an MIMO process be given as the following:

where Y ∈ Rn × 1 is the output vector,U ∈ Rn × 1 is the
manipulated input,L ∈ R1 × 1 is the load input, andGp(s) and
GL(s) are the transfer-function matrices (TFMs). To simplify
the indexing notations used in the following text, the notation
Gp(s) will simply be denoted asG(s), later on.

An MLC system is conceptually considered to behave
dynamically as decentralized loops. For example, a 2× 2 system
is decomposed into two equivalent single-loop systems as shown
in part (a) of Figure 1. The equivalent processes,qj1(s) andqj2-
(s) in a 2× 2 MIMO control system, can be found elsewhere.9,10

The equivalent load TFM can be written as

with

andgC,i is the controller ofith loop.
In general, a higher dimensional system can be formulated

in the same way. To do so, the matrices are first permuted and
partitioned into the following forms:

Then, the equivalent load and open-loop transfer functions
of the ith equivalent system are given as

The controllers may then be synthesized by using either of
the following methods:

1. Detuning methods11,12

2. Sequential loop closing methods13-16

3. Iterative or trial-and-error methods17,18

4. Simultaneous equation solving or optimization methods19,20

5. Independent methods21-24

Providing controllers in all of the other loops, the transfer
functionsqji andgjL,i can be found and the performance of each
loop can be evaluated. Because these two transfer functions in
eq 5 and eq 6 depend on all of the controllers in other loops,
the designs of controllers are usually coupled and are conducted
in an iterative manner.

A DMVC, denoted asK(s), consists of a decouplerD(s) and
a filter matrix C(s). As in the design of Huang and Lin,8 it is
possible to find a decoupled processQ(s), as shown in part (b)
of Figure 1 for a 2× 2 system. Methods in the literature may
lead to a differentQ(s), which leads to different single-loop
based regulation problems. After having this decoupledQ(s), a
diagonal matrixC(s) is designed by making use of methods for
SISO systems.

For comparison purposes, the MLC and DMVC in the
following illustrations are designed according to the methods
as follows.

(1) For MLC, the diagonal entries are limited to have a PID
controller. A unit step ofL is then used to test for their
performances. Parameters of the controller in the MLC are
computed by directly searching for minimal ISE in a sequential
and iterative loop closing manner until a total minimum of ISE
is reached.

(2) For DMVC, the method of Huang and Lin8 is used. First,
G(s) is factorized into

whereΘ ) diag[θii
/; i ) 1,2,...,n] and θii

/ is the shortest dead
time of ith row ofG(s). A decoupler is given by post multiplying
the adjoint ofGo(s) by a diagonal matrixZ(s), which makes
the decoupler proper, that is

An additional purpose of the matrixZ(s) is to speed up the
dynamics of the decoupled open-loop process, which is given
as

A diagonalC(s) is then designed forQ(s) to achieve a minimal
ISE in responding to a unit-stepL input.

By making use of the above-mentioned methods to design
the MLC and DMVC, the performances of the controllers will
be compared, using example processes in the following:

Case 1.Consider the following transfer-function matrices for
the process and load.

The performances of the systems have been tested for
disturbance rejection along different directions in thekL,1 versus
kL,2 plane. For each pair ofkL,1 and kL,2, the optimal perfor-
mances in terms of ISE values of MLC and DMVC can be found
and compared. As shown in Figure 2, thekL,1 versuskL,2 plane
can be divided into four areas, where the dark areas mean that
MLC has a smaller ISE than DMVC does. For example, when
kL,1 ) 5 andkL,2 ) 4, the responses and ISE obtained from
these two control systems are given in Figure 3.

Y(s) ) Gp(s)U(s) + GL(s)L(s) (1)

gjL,1 ) gL,1 - g12g22
-1gL,2h2

gjL,2 ) gL,2 - g21g11
-1gL,1h1 (2)

hi )
gC,igii

1 + gC,igii
, i ) 1,2 (3)

G(i) ) [gii G12
(i)

G21
(i) G22

(i) ]; GC
(i) ) [gC,i 0

0 GC,2
(i) ]; GL

(i) ) [gL,i

GL,2
(i) ] (4)

gjL,i ) gL,i - G12
(i)[G22

(i)]-1{I - (I + G22
(i)GC,2

(i) )-1}GL,2
(i) (5)

qji ) gii - G12
(i)[G22

(i)]-1{I - (I + G22
(i)GC,2

(i) )-1}G21
(i) (6)

Figure 2. Assessment of the performance in the disturbance rejection for
case 1.

G(s) ) e-ΘsGo(s) (7)

D(s) ) Adj[Go(s)]Z(s) (8)

Q(s) ) G(s)D(s) ) |Go(s)|e-ΘsZ(s) (9)

G(s) ) [ 7e-5s

10s + 1
-3e-5s

20s + 1
4e-10s

10s + 1
-6e-10s

20s + 1
]andGL(s) ) [kL,1e

-5s

30s + 1
kL,2e

-10s

30s + 1
] (10)
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In contrast, reverse the sign ofkL,2, that iskL,2 ) -4, then,
the point (kL,1,kL,2) lies in the gray area of Figure 2. As shown
by the simulated responses in Figure 4, the performances of
DMVC are better than those of the MLC, even though the open-
loop processes in the two cases are the same. From these results,
it is found that the DMVC is not always superior to the MLC
(e.g., the dark zone in Figure 2).

Case 2.Consider the following transfer-function matrices.

With the same approaches of design, the control responses
are obtained and compared in Figure 5. Notice that the inversion

of G(s) for designing DMVC requires extra dead time to make
the inversion feasible. This causes the first output of the system
to be retarded.

From the above examples, a properly chosen controller type
is important to achieve better control performances.

3. Achievable Performance

In a single-loop case, the closed-loop responses for distur-
bance rejection can be derived as

wheregL(s) is the disturbance transfer function andh(s) is the
complementary sensitivity function. The result in eq 12 means
that the disturbanceyL,1(s) is compensated by a reverse response
yL,2(s), which is generated by the feedback control loop. The
achievable responses for disturbance rejection can be found by
designingyL,2(s) to achieve the performance requirement. For
example, Huang and Lin8 find h(s) andyL,2(s) by minimizing
the integral of absolute error (IAE). To assess the performance
of disturbance rejection, the closed-loop transfer function from
L(s) to y(s) according to eq 12 can be represented as

The process in an MVC system can be decoupled;7,8 the
resulting load transfer function is unchanged in the presence of
such a decoupler. So, a multivariable system can be regarded
as several independent single-loop systems, that respectively
include the processqi(s) and disturbancegL,i(s). Similarly, in
MLC systems, a multivariable system can be decomposed into
several equivalent single-loop systems as shown in eqs 5 and
6. In theory, to formulategjL,i(s) requires the controllers in all
of the other loops. However, a method to circumvent this
difficulty was given by Huang et al.10 In other words,qji(s) and
gjL,i(s) can be given as

Figure 3. Responses and ISE values in case 1 withkL,1 ) 5 andkL,2 ) 4.

Figure 4. Responses and ISE values in case 1 withkL,1 ) 5 andkL,2 )
-4.

G(s) ) [ 9e-5s

10s + 1
0.8e-10s

20s + 1
0.9e-5s

10s + 1
8e-10s

20s + 1
]andGL(s) ) [ 5e-5s

30s + 1
3e-10s

30s + 1
] (11)

Figure 5. Responses and ISE values in case 2.

y(s) ) gL(s)[1 - h(s)]L(s) ) yL,1(s) - yL,2(s) (12)

y(s)

L(s)
)

gL(s)

1 + gCg(s)
) gL(s)[1 - h(s)] (13)
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where Ĥ(i) is a column vector consisting ofĥj(s), j ) 1,...,n,
and i * j. Notice thatĥj(s) denotes an approximation ofhj(s),
which is specified to achieve reasonable control performance.
The notationX means the element-to-element product of the
two vectors.

So, the performances of disturbance rejection for MLC and
DMVC systems are given by the following transfer functions:

In other words, each of the systems has its complementary
sensitivity function,wi,•(s), that iswi,MLC(s) or wi,MVC(s), defined
for the equivalent SISO loops. In practical design, usually,wi,•-
(s) needs to be confined to some simpler forms so that the
performance can be specified clearly; and, the resulting control-
lers can be synthesized with reasonable costs. The optimal
performance achievable under these restrictions is considered
as the practically achievable performance. For this reason, the
achievable performance depends on the structural constraints
and the restrictions imposed on the design.

The two complementary sensitivity functions in eqs 16 and
17 can be expressed as the following:

where wi,•
o (s) is the delay-free part ofwi,•(s), and θa,i,• is an

apparent dead time, which is denoted asθha,i in qji or denoted as
θa,i in qi. If we confine that bothqji andqi(s) are approximately
represented by FOPDT models and the diagonal controllers are
confined to have a PID form,wi,•

o (s) can be considered to have
the following forms:

or

Notice thatwi,•
o (s) must contain all RHP zeros inqji(s) or qi(s).

These RHP zeros can be estimated from the frequency responses
of qji(s) or qi(s), and can be directly embedded intowi,•

o (s). In
the meantime, the resulting SISO system should have a
reasonable maximum peak (i.e.,Msi,•) ranging from 1.2 to 2.0
to ensure stability robustness.25 By adjusting the parameters in
wi,•

o (s) to optimize the performance under the restrictions
above-mentioned, the practically achievable performance can
be computed. Notice thatMsi,• is defined as

The optimal parameters ofwi,•
o (s) in eq 19 with different

Msi,• specifications for standard SISO processes have been
computed on the basis of the IAE and the FOPDT disturbance
models and are given elsewhere.8 In this article, for simplifica-
tion and to relax the limitation of FOPDT disturbance models,
wi,•

o (s) in eqs 19 and 20 are found by minimizing the two-norm
errors (e.g.,||yi||2 and ||yji||2), as discussed in the next section.

Once wi,•
o (s) has been specified, the controllers to achieve

the above optimal performance can be synthesized straightfor-
wardly as follows

whereτf,i is the filter time constant and has a default value of
0.05θha,i in MLC and 0.05θa,i in DMVC. Furthermore,m is
selected to makegC,i proper.

On the basis of the closed-loop transfer function of the
disturbance rejection as shown in eqs 16 and 17, the achievable
performance of an MLC system depends on the load transfer
function of eq 15 and the apparent dead times in the equivalent
open-loop transfer function,qji(s). Similarly, the performance
of a DMVC system depends on the originalGL(s) in eq 1 and
the apparent dead times in the decoupled open-loop process,
qi(s). These apparent dead times in both control systems are
required to assignwi,•(s) in eq 18, and their values are introduced
in the following remarks.

Remarks. (1) For MLC systems, the apparent dead time in
ith loop,θha,i, is the time it takes forui to start affectingyi. In an
MLC system,ui can affectyi through different paths. So,θha,i

equals the shortest dead time among all of the paths fromui to
yi. Because the controllers generally contain no dead time, the
analysis is only based on the dead times ofG(s). The apparent
dead timeθha,i in an n × n system is given as

For example,θha,i in a 2 × 2 system is

and 3× 3 system is

(2) For DMVC systems, if there is no dead time in|Go(s)|, the
apparent dead time in DMVC systems can be easily taken as
the dead times fromΘ(s) in eq 7. However, factorization in eq
7 may cause|Go(s)| to have extra dead time in addition toΘ-
(s). Notice that everyn × n transfer-function matrix,G(s), can
always be factorized into the following form:

qji ≈ gii - G12
(i)[G22

(i)]-1G21
(i) X Ĥ(i) (14)

gjL,i ≈ gL,i - G12
(i)[G22

(i)]-1GL,2
(i) X Ĥ(i) (15)

For MLC systems:
yji(s)

L(s)
)

gjL,i(s)

1 + gC,i(s)qji(s)
)

gjL,i(s)[1 - wi,MLC(s)] (16)

For DMVC systems:
yi(s)

L(s)
)

gL,i(s)

1 + gC,i(s)qi(s)
)

gL,i(s)[1 - wi,MVC(s)] (17)

wi,•(s) ) wi,•
o (s)e-θai,•s (18)

wi,•
o(s) )

z1,is + 1

p2,is
2 + p1,is + 1

(19)

wi,•
o (s) )

z2,is
2 + z1,is + 1

p2,is
2 + p1,is + 1

(20)

Msi,• ) max
ω

{|1 - wi,•
o (jω)e-jθai,•ω|}; where,Msi,• )

Msi,MLC or Msi,MVC (21)

For MLC systems:gC,i )

wi,MLC
o

qjo,i(τf,is + 1)m
(1 + θha,is/2)

(1 + θha,is/2) - wi,MLC
o (1 - θha,is/2)

(22)

For DMVC systems:gC,i )

wi,MVC
o

qo,i(τf,is + 1)m
(1 + θa,is/2)

(1 + θa,is/2) - wi,MVC
o (1 - θa,is/2)

(23)

∀ i,j,k,...,y,z∈ [1,2,...,n] and i * j * ... * y * z (24)

θha,i ) min
j

{θii,[θij + θji]} ∀ i,j ∈ [1,2] andi * j

θha,i ) min
j,k

{θii,[θij + θji],[θik + θkj + θji]} ∀ i,j,k ∈
[1,2,3] andi * j * k

G(s) ) e-ΘsGo(s) ) e-ΘsG̃(s)e-Λs (25)
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whereΛ ) diag{λ1,‚‚‚,λn} andλi is the dead time of the element
in Go(s). Notice that the determinant ofG̃(s) (i.e.,|G̃(s)|) contains
at least one term, which is free of dead time.

With the factorization in eq 25, the extra dead time is taken
as

So, the apparent dead time in DMVC systems is given by

and

Thus,

With this estimated apparent dead time, a practically achiev-
able performance for the DMVC system can be computed by
using eq 17.

For example, consider the TFM in eq 11, where,G(s) can be
written as

The |G̃(s)| in the above factorization is free of dead time, but,
|Go(s)| is not. From eq 26, extra dead time is found in this case
and is given as

Then, by eq 28, the apparent dead times in case 2 are given as

As shown in Figure 5, this extra dead time leads the system
to a worse result in the first output of the DMVC system.

4. Control Structure Assessment

In the previous sections, estimations of practically achievable
performances have been presented. On the basis of these
performances, the two types of controllers can be assessed on
the basis of the available information (e.g., steady-state gain
matrix or TFM) about the process.

Assess by Steady-State Gains.As a measure of the change
of manipulation responding to a load input, Stanley et al.26

proposed a relative disturbance gain (RDG) as an interaction
measure. The RDG is formulated on the basis of steady-state
gains of process and load and is formulated on an MLC basis.
Skogestad and Morari27 introduced the disturbance condition
number (DCN) to quantify the effect of the disturbance direction
on closed-loop performance. In their method, the controller in
the system needs to be given in detail. As a result, the DCN
could not be obtained because the controller is not available.
The extension of this RDG to a generalized disturbance gain

(GRDG) for the same purpose was given by Chang and Yu.28

Although applicable to the DMVC systems, this GRDG
emphasizes differentiation if the interactions favor the change
of the controller output but not the performance.

Theoretically, errors caused by the disturbances can only be
eliminated after a dead-time period. During this period, the error
magnitude in the output is proportional to the load gain of the
system. Consequently, similar to the above-mentioned RDG, a
relative load gain (RLG) is thus defined as follows.

From this definition, RLG can be computed as

wherekhL,i andkL,i are the gains ofgjL,i(s) andgL,i(s), respectively.
For example, in a 2× 2 system, the RLG is obtained by
computing the following:

Notice that the aboveφi equalsâi/λii, whereλ and â are the
RGA and RDG, respectively. According to the definitions,âi

< 1 or a largerλ > 1 implies that interactions are in favor of
control. The expression in eq 35 shows how these quantities
are related to the performance in a steady-state sense. We
defined the absolute value of RLG as an index

where ε(K) designates a lumped index for assessing MLC
against DMVC based on steady-state gains;εi(K) designates the
similar index on an individual-loop basis. Whenε(K) < 1, it
means that an MLC system may have an overall performance
better than that of a DMVC system. On the other hand, for any
loop that hasεi(K) < 1, the loop interaction favors that output
so that a SISO controller may be sufficient for that particular
loop. By making use of eq 36 in case 1, one can see that the
point (kL,1, kL,2) lies in the dark and gray areas in Figure 6,
which implies ε1(K) < 1 and ε2(K) > 1, respectively. For
example, whenkL,1 ) 5 andkL,2 ) 4, ε1(K) ) 0.6 andε2(K) )
0.29; and whenkL,1 ) 5 and kL,2 ) -4, ε1(K) ) 1.4 and
ε2(K) ) 1.71. These results with their implications agree well
with simulation results, as have been observed previously in
Section 2.

Although the presented index in terms of RLG is useful, it is
not consistent in a dynamic simulation. This is because it is
based on steady-state gains and does not take the dynamic effects
into account. More-consistent results can be obtained, if this
index can take the process dynamics into account. In the

θext ) ∑
i

λi (26)

θa,i ) θext + θ*ii (27)

Θa ) [
θa,1

‚‚‚
θa,n]) Θ + ∑

i

λi (28)

Q(s) ) |G̃(s)|‚e-Θas‚Z(s) (29)

G(s) ) [e-5s 0

0 e-5s][ 9
10s + 1

0.8
20s + 1

0.9
10s + 1

8
20s + 1

][1 0
0 e-5s] (30)

θext ) 5 (31)

Θa ) [10 0
0 10] (32)

φi )
(∂yi

∂l )
all loops excepti closed

(∂yi

∂l )
all loops open

(33)

φi )
gjL,i(0)

gL,i(0)
)

khL,i

kL,i
(34)

φ1 )
kL,1 - k12k22

-1kL,2

kL,1
) 1 -

k12kL,2

k22kL,1

φ2 )
kL,2 - k21k11

-1kL,1

kL,2
) 1 -

k21kL,1

k11kL,2
(35)

ε(K) )

∑
i

Ri|φi|

∑
i

Ri

andεi(K) ) |φi| (36)
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following, a criterion that considers dynamics of the process
will be proposed.

Assessment by Dynamic TFM.In the previous section, the
indices for assessing the two control structures are based on an
assumption that only steady-state gains are available. A more
reliable index is to use information not only from the steady
state gain but also from its dynamics.

For MLC Systems.To estimate the control performance for
MLC systems, eq 16 is used. The approximate equivalent
disturbance transfer function is given in eq 15, where each
element in the matrixĤ(i) is given by eqs 19 or 20, whose
parameters have been optimized with respect togii(s) andgL,i-
(s). The estimation of the optimal performance in MLC systems
is to minimize the following two-norm error by adjusting the
parameters inwi,MLC.

Here,ωf is the frequency bandwidth of concern. The value
of ωf has to be selected large enough beyond the bandwidth of
transfer functionqji. In this work, ωf is taken as 10 times the
bandwidth or greater.

For DMVC Systems.The responses of disturbance rejection
in DMVC systems can be treated as the responses in single-
loop systems as given in eq 17, wherewi,MVC(s) is the
complementary sensitivity function for each decoupled system.
The two-norm error for practical disturbance rejection of DMVC
systems can be obtained by minimizing the following with
wi,MVC.

Then, on the basis of dynamics, an index to assess the
performance of MLC against DMVC is defined as

When the indexε(G) is less than one, it means the overall
performance of MLC is better than that of DMVC. Similarly,
εi(G) < 1 means the interaction favors the performance of the
ith loop.

Remark. As mentioned, the individual criteriaεi(K) andεi-
(G) provide implications that if interactions in an MIMO system

favor or don’t favor the control of individual outputyi. As a
result, the assessment can be concluded as

In the case whereεi > 1 for somei andεi < 1 for the others,
it implies that interactions favor some outputs in an MLC
system. Thus, a full decoupling will not benefit the whole
system. As a result, a partial decoupling controller may have
to be considered to achieve better performance.

Examples. Example 1. Consider the Wood and Berry
process.29 In the nominal situation, the process and load transfer-
function matrices are given as follows

and

First, steady-state gains are used to compute the assessing
indices for the nominal case. From eq 34, the RLGs calculated
are: φ1 ) -0.26 andφ2 ) 0.6. From eq 36, it givesε1(K) )
0.26 andε2(K) ) 0.6.

To take into account the dynamics, the indices will be
computed underMs1 ) Ms2 ) 1.6. First, in MLC systems,ĥi

used in eq 15 are found as follows:

So, the equivalent disturbances can be found by eq 15.
According to eq 24, the apparent dead times can be determined
as θha,1 ) 1 and θha,2 ) 3. Then, the two-norm errors for
disturbance input are found by minimizing eq 37. Second, in
DMVC systems, the apparent dead times in both loops are
determined by eq 28 as 1 and 3, respectively. Similarly, the
two-norm error for disturbance input in DMVC systems are
found by minimizing eq 38. Finally, the assessing indices in eq
39 can be obtained asε1(G) ) 0.557 andε2(G) ) 1.08 for the
nominal case. Notice that the indices based on steady-state gains
are not consistent with those based on dynamics.

Next, to validate the assessment, controllers are designed and
their performances are examined by simulation. Assume that
the robust specifications are to haveMs1 ) Ms2 ) 1.6. In MLC,
the sequential method is applied for designing the PID control-
lers. The controller parameters are found iteratively by minimiz-
ing the two-norm errors. So, the resulting controllers are given
as

Figure 6. Assessment for case 1 based on steady-state RLG indices, (a)
the first loop and (b) the second loop.

||yji||2 ) x 1
2π ∫-ωf

ωf |gjL,i(jω)[1 - wi,MLC(jω)]L(jω)|2 dω
(37)

||yi||2 ) x 1
2π ∫-ωf

ωf |gL,i(jω)[1 - wi,MVC(jω)]L(jω)|2 dω (38)

ε(G) )

∑
i

Ri||yji||2||yi||2-1

∑
i

Ri

andεi(G) )
||yji||2
||yi||2

(39)

G(s) ) [ 12.8e-s

16.7s + 1
-18.9e-3s

21s + 1
6.6e-7s

10.9s + 1
-19.4e-3s

14.4s + 1
] (40)

GL(s) ) [ 3.8e-8.1s

14.9s + 1
4.9e-3.4s

13.2s + 1
] (41)

ĥ1 ) 1.157s2 + 2.117s + 1

2.247s2 + 1.358s + 1
e-s andĥ2 )

7.739s2 + 4.469s + 1

14.45s2 + 3.231s + 1
e-3s (42)

gC,1 ) 0.313s2 + 0.686s + 0.171
s(0.05s + 1)

andgC,2 )

-0.223s2 - 0.0892s - 0.0319
s(0.15s + 1)

(43)
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In DMVC control, the decoupler is designed by the method
of Huang and Lin8 so thatq1 andq2 are obtained as

Then, the optimal PID controllers are designed for each
decoupled loop to minimize the two-norm errors to obtain

and

The simulated responses, their individual ISE values, and
control signals to a unit-step disturbance input are shown in
Figure 7. From the results, in the nominal case, MLC shows
better performance in the first loop but slightly worse perfor-

mance in the second loop. This agrees with the result from the
computed indices.

Example 2.In this example, a partially decoupled system is
used to illustrate the effectiveness of the results implied byεi.
Consider a system that contains the following transfer-function
matrices:

and

Figure 7. (a) Responses and (b) control signals of MLC and DMVC for
the Wood and Berry process.

q1 ) -123.58e-s

14.13s + 1
andq2 ) -123.58e-3s

14.13s + 1
(44)

C1 ) -0.0216s2 - 0.0435s - 0.0121
s(0.05s + 1)

(45)

C2 ) -0.0316s2 - 0.0211s - 0.00384
s(0.15s + 1)

(46)

Figure 8. (a) Responses and (b) control signals of MLC, DMVC, and partial
decoupling for example 2.

G(s) ) [ 7e-5s

10s + 1
4e-5s

20s + 1
4e-10s

10s + 1
-6e-10s

20s + 1
] (47)
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First, G(s) is factorized into

From eq 34, RLGs are computed in the following:

Assume that the control system is required to haveMs1 ) Ms2

) 1.6. The proposed indices giveε1(K) ) 1.53,ε2(K) ) 0.29,
ε1(G) ) 1.24, andε2(G) ) 0.25. These indices imply that
DMVC is better to control the first output, but MLC is better
for the second output.

Similarly, validation with simulations is performed in the
following. For this purpose, optimal PID controllers for MLC
controls are designed and given as

and

Then, the DMVC controller is also designed by the method
of Huang and Lin.8 The resulting open-loop processes and
optimal PID controllers are determined as

A partial decoupler is also designed for this MIMO system,
that is

and

Optimal PID controllers are also obtained in the following:

The output responses and control signals in three controls
together with their individual ISE values in responding to a unit-
step disturbance input are all shown in Figure 8. Comparing
the results with those mentioned above, the proposed indices
indeed suggest a correct control structure.

6. Conclusion

Multiloop and decoupling multivariable controllers are com-
monly used in the control of the MIMO processes. Prior to the
design of the controller, selecting a proper type of controller is
an important issue. For these purposes, methods to assess the
performance between two types of systems are proposed. These
methods are derived from the practically achievable perfor-
mances of the two systems, without resorting to their controllers
in details. The first method makes use of the RLG to compute
both the overall and the individual indices based on the steady-
state gain matrix of the process only. Similar to the case of
RGA, this method does not always give consistent results in
all cases. This is because the indices are lacking effects from
the dynamics of the process. The second method uses two norms
of achievable dynamic responses to derive either overall or
individual indices. Illustrations of the use of the proposed
method to select between MLC and DMVC are also given. The
results show that the proposed indices are effective and useful.
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